nTHRIVE EDUCATION OVERVIEW

Want to provide colleagues with
career paths that meet KPIs and
tackle retainment issues?
nThrive Education offers more

than 2,000 pieces of educational content,
400+ CEUs, certification and badge
programs, and cross training opportunities
to elevate regulatory compliance, patient
and financial outcomes.
Largest revenue cycle management
library in the industry, delivered in a micro
learning approach – from traditional
instructor led to online educational games
Education programs to offer your
community and current colleagues
new career paths
Exclusive Concierge service
provides ongoing support to
assist you in planning and
managing colleague education

Develop and nurture a culture of curiosity, high performance,
loyalty and growth
Assess skills to identify knowledge

Prepare colleagues for certification

Screen before you hire

gaps and provide targeted training
for improvement

success with practice tests that
provide answers and rationales

with pre-employment tests
for all revenue cycle roles

Strengthen knowledge of the

Make learning an anytime

revenue cycle with foundational to
advanced course series

opportunity with mobile-ready content
on a growing number of topics

Generational learning
needs supported by
diverse content design

nTHRIVE EDUCATION OVERVIEW

Why nThrive Education?
Groundbreaking educational programs

Five-star quality content

ü Education delivered in formats that a colleague learns
best – gaming, videos, briefs, classroom and more

ü Up-to-the-minute content that reflects newest
industry topics

ü Career path programs that transition current
colleagues, military veterans and community
members into rewarding healthcare careers

ü Education that tackles error-prone processes
to get rid of problems for good

ü Certifications and badges that provide a future for
your colleagues

ü Custom teaching programs designed to
your specifications
ü Evergreen content updated on a monthly basis

Here’s what our clients say
“Eight military veterans became medical coders through
nThrive Education…”
WAKE FOREST BAPTIST HEALTH

“I had no idea how incredible the nThrive Education site really is!
I thought it was just for earning CEUs … There is so much more
to it … I hope you will be as amazed as I was! I had a total
‘where have you been all my life?’ reaction …”
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION DIRECTOR IN A NOTE TO HER COLLEAGUES

“It allowed our folks to cross over. Once the coders got into it,
they saw some things they would like to learn on the billing side
for more understanding. It enhanced their education rather
than the coders going to AHIMA and the finance folks to HFMA.
This was a broader scope. In fact, some of the physician groups
are looking at it for training.”
HARDIN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Education options that offer
opportunities to colleagues
and organizations:
nThrive courseware –
>2,000 pieces of content
Assessments –
pre-hire and colleague
Certifications and Badges
Career Path Training –
colleagues and community
Webinars on Demand
Gaming
Videos
Simulators
Concierge Service
Custom Education Design
Store – for singular purchase

Ready to receive fast, accurate reimbursements? Email solutions@nthrive.com to learn how.
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